
	  
	  

 
Turning Off Exterior Faucets  
 
Before freezing temperatures become the everyday norm it is very important that you 
turn off your exterior faucet. Many outdoor faucets have an indoor safety shut off that 
allows you drain the water from the exterior section of pipe this prevents the water from 
being trapped outside and bursting a pipe. Having this shutoff is also handy if you need 
to replace the faucet or outdoor section of pipe, that way you’ll only have to turn off the 
water to the outside and not to the entire house. So if you don’t have an interior shutoff 
to your exterior faucet we suggest you have one installed. Now, i’m sure many of you 
have done this already, but incase you haven’t below are a few instruction on the 
procedure 
 

Instructions 
 

1. Find the pipe inside your house that leads to your outside faucet. This may be in 
your basement, garage or crawl space and is generally right on the other side of 
the wall in which your exterior faucet sits.  

 
2. Most valves are either round, metal knobs or straight handles called ¼ turn 

shutoffs these are our favourite shutoff as they are the most reliable, In some 
older homes, the shut-off valve may be a square post at the top of a pipe 
junction. 

 
3. Shut off the water supply to your outside faucet by turning the round knob 

clockwise until it stops turning. Pull the handle of the ¼ turn shutoff a quarter turn 
to the "Off" position. If the "Off" position is not marked on the faucet, pull the 
handle clockwise until it stops. For valves without knobs or handles, clamp vise 
grips or pliers onto the square post, and turn it clockwise until it stops.  

 
4. Go outside and turn on the exterior spigot until the water stops flowing. This 

releases water trapped in the exterior portion of pipe, reducing the chance of that 
pipe freezing and allowing you to safely repair the faucet if necessary. Be sure to 
leave the exterior faucet open through the winter, this will insure that and residual 
water in the faucet will not crack the seal and allow it to leak when you turn it on 
in the spring. 
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